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GP2X-Write: A Text Editor for GP2X v1.1.0

Hi All,

Here a new version of gp2x-write the text editor for GP2X.

For those who haven't seen previous release, it permits to edit even huge text file, in both dos and unix mode, using
iso8859-1 (8bits) characters encoding. All iso8859-1 characters are present in the "Danzeff like" virtual keyboard. 

What's new then ?

- New background images from Gruso !
- Add word wrap mode !
- New built in fonts with various size (8x10, 8x14, 8x16 and 16x22)
- New option to specify wrap settings
- New hotkey to display help menu
- New hotkey to rewrap a paragraph
- A new menu for all settings
- Minor bug fix

How to use it ? Everything is in the README.txt file.

Sources are included, and this package is under the GNU public license, 
read COPYING.txt file for more information about it.

write-v1.1.0-bin.zip

write-v1.1.0-src.zip

  Enjoy,

          Zx.

If you want to discuss on this homebrew, you can do it here :
http://www.gp32x.com/ or dcemu network

 Posted by zx-81 in Text Editor at 19:19
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Saturday, August 23. 2008

PSPWrite: A Text Editor for PSP v1.1.1 (bug fix)

Hi All,

Here is a new version of PSPWrite the text editor for PSP.

It permits to edit even huge text file, in both dos and unix mode, using iso8859-1 (8bits) characters encoding. All
iso8859-1 characters are present in the "Danzeff like" virtual keyboard. 

The IR keyboard support is based on the work of Harald Fielker.

It has been developed on linux for Firmware 1.5 and 3.x-m33 and 4.x-m33, and for the IR keyboard
part it has been tested using a Targus Universal IR Wireless keyboard on PSP FAT.

What's new then in 1.1.1 ? 

- Bug fix in wrap mode for text using specific iso-8859-1 characters
  (Thanks to ShadowMaker for reporting this nauty bug)
- New built in fonts with various size (8x10, 8x14, 8x16 and 16x22)

How to use it ? Everything is in the README.txt file.

Sources are included, and this package is under the GNU public license, 
read COPYING.txt file for more information about it.

pspwrite-v1.1.1-fw4x.zip

pspwrite-v1.1.1-fw15.zip

pspwrite-v1.1.1-src.zip

  Enjoy,

          Zx.

If you want to discuss on this emulator, you can do it there :
zx81's forum on dcemu network  or zx81's forum on qj.net

 Posted by zx-81 in Text Editor at 14:46
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